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About This Content

"It's a heatwave! This is awful, I'm sitting here in a puddle of my own sweat. At least I hope it's sweat.

There’s more than a hint of morgue in the air, some older townsfolk are keeling over from exhaustion and dehydration, Fire
Demons are running rampant in the outer villages.

Worst of all, I can’t even get my favourite ice cream. It’s so unfair. Why does everything bad happen to me?”

It’s time to send some chumps out to do your dirty work, namely fetch some ice cream. Things get a bit complicated when it
turns out the Ice Cream Monks are under siege from Brainiacs intent on destroying all the ice cream. I guess we could team up

with them… but maybe there’s a way to turn this situation to the Guild’s advantage?

More quests, monsters and bosses!
Explore the snowy mountains, visit the ice cream monks, battle new monsters like the Slushie Elemental and the Pygmy

Mammoth!

Find new Dungeoneers for the guild!
Recruit three new classes of dungeoneer with the Yodeller, the Ice Cream Monk, and the Snowitch.

Loads of new loot!
24 new pieces of equippable loot to be found throughout Guild of Dungeoneering makes for huge replayability. Expand the full

game with these new items.
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More Bardic tunes
It’s the bard that everyone loves to hate! And he’s back with some more tunes to accompany your successes… and your failures.

Favour: a new way to play
Ice Cream Headaches brings an important new mechanic into play called Favour.

Any time you draw a room or corridor tile it may have a Rune of Fate inscribed on it. Place this in the dungeon and defeat a
monster there to gain Favour with the Fates.

Favour can be spent any time during the dungeon run on powerful card-manipulation effects. You could draw extra cards in
battle or even remove one of your weaker cards from your deck for the rest of the quest.

This adds a whole new strategic element to dungeon creation as you match up Runes with where you want your dungeoneer to
go. And once you build up some Favour you there are more strategic decisions to be made about how and when to best spend it!
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guild of dungeoneering ice cream headaches ost. guild of dungeoneering ice cream headaches gameplay. guild of dungeoneering
ice cream headaches steam. guild of dungeoneering ice cream headaches

so the game itself was interesting and fun until I ran into a game ending bug (I presume it was a bug). Near the ending, the
player has to place 3 map pieces in a Map frame, and that opens up a locker revealing a statue that is required to proceed with
the game ending. So the locker did not open, and the map frame continued to say "Map Frame Empty. Nothing I could do
except stop playing the game. My OS is Windows 10 (up to date).

Since i had played over Steam's maximum refund time of 2 hours, they refused a refund. I understand this, but think due to the
circumstances, the product did not perform properly, prevented further gameplay, and a refund was in order.

Unfortunately, I'd have to not recommend the game, as the problem I experienced may occur for others. Otherwise, I would
have recommended it.. I've seen alot of good process on this even the storyline is good everything is good if you guys wanna
play this game it's worth every cash you or anyone spent on it so yeah it's EPIC!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! also developers i have ideas i
noticed not a whole lot of people dies because well if you guys get any Zombie movie then watch how they move and how they
attack and a whole bunch of stuff oh and some Cinemanic stuff would be Appricated.. With the hours I played I can honestly
say...I'm bored. It's a clicker game, but I feel the game could be a bit more fleshed out. The tokens you get after ascending
should increase and not stay the same, So far the amount of tokens I get is about 80-100 making it a bit too hard to go higher
than Wave 15. This isn't really your average clicker game and it is a bit too hard for most people's liking. I can't recommend this
to beginners not unless you have an auto clicker in place (which I don't btw, but wish I did) I really can say the free clicker
games on steam are so much better than these clicker games you have to pay for.

Update: I guess the dev doesn't want to update this game any further than it already is to make it a bit easier to play. My
recommendation is therefore towards the negative (not recommending). Sorry devs you tried but, those of us who are conisuers
of clicker games know that there are better clicker games out on steam and most of them are free and have more content and
depth to them than this.

Stick with Clicker Heroes, Adcap, Idling to rule the gods and some of the other free ones. You can't go wrong when it's free.
(Can't wait to get someone arguing\/yelling at me for the last sentence I wrote...prove me wrong then...). Embarrassingly bad.
They took a map that would take 2 minutes to walk through and artificially extended it to 30 minutes by locking doors and
making you look for keys in a ton of identical rooms over and over again. But if you like walking it's pretty great.. Before I
explain the main reason why I do not recommend this expansion I'm going to list 2 lesser reasons.

*Faerie Market is annoying since it is always near the top of the deck and forces you to give away an object and either 1 gold, 1
fate point, or 1 life right, all at the start of the game when 99% of the time you don't have spares.
*Dark fate. The game works just fine with normal fate points, and this change just makes it more frustrating. Even using the
"Dark is Light" option doesn't get rid of it since there are still cards that allow it to be used in infuriating ways.

The main reason I do not recommend this is that the Woodland expansion grants a way to replenish lives in a way that if one
player is on the Crown of Command (with the default ending) and there is only one other player who is in the Woodland region,
they can be 100% impossible to kill. This is is how it happens:

1. You need the destiny card that forces you to move one space at a time. This card allows you to move between the same two
spaces indefinitely.
2. One of those spaces must have a card such as that has no effect when you end your turn on that space and does not get
removed from the board.
3. The other space must have Tranquil Glade, which allows you to replenish all lives.
4. The player on the Crown of Command must have no objects or spells that they can use. Since once on the Crown of
Command you cannot voluntarily move back a space, this forces you to use the Crown of Command.
5. By simply moving between the two spaces you can always heal back to your full complement of lives before the other player
can kill you. Since you can always move one space (i.e. no dice rolls) and no cards are being drawn in this situation there is
nothing to force you away from the Tranquil Glade.

The game should not be breakable in this manner. And I know it's possible because I have a game in which I'm on the Crown
and the AI is doing exactly what I have described above.. Better, longer and more difficult then Escape VR the basement
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You really have to use your imagination for this one
Many area to visit and some room for future DLC maybe hopefully
Same has Escape VR basement savegame (checkpoint)

. please play with with me. It's like playing Enslaved: Odyssey to the west... only this time YOU get to be the giant mech
stomping on the tiny little humans :)

But in all seriousness that is the closest description I could put for this game, a cross between Lost Planet 3 and Enslaved with a
good amount of Avatar (James Camerons not the air bending one) thrown in to the mix.

Just remeber that it is early access so expect bugs and weirdness galor (nothing better than executing some giant mutant mutt
only for the body to disappear and fountains of blood to come bursting from thin air)

Best part however is that if you get the game now then you can actually influence its development. Now I know... your reading
this and thinking "But DeviousD... they all say that, it's what early access is all about!" and normally I'd agree with you but in
this case we have a design team... (wait for it)

...

...

WHO ACTUALLY RESPOND TO THE COMMUNITY AND THEIR IDEAS (shock, gasp)

Find a bug or something not working right, post it and you can almost garantee you'll get a response (even if it's just a thanks)
Come up with a cool idea that could fit in the game, post it and let the Devs have a look and it might just get added.

Go take a look in the forums, the devs respond to just about everything.

So for \u00a39.99 your getting:
. Early access (about 12 levels or so)
.The full game on release (about 14 more levels)
.The ability to influence it's development
.The ability to report issues and help the devs (and community) make this game great!. Game for your moment of clarity.OM
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Yes i recommand this game.
Its been one.. screw it, ITS BEEN THE BEST sitting expeciences i have had witht the vive.
Buy it for full price, you will not be disapointed.

one negative review said he didnt like it because its on rails, its actually better this way.

if you have any doubt, it took me 3 hours to complete on normal dificulty, but it touches me in ways that i will keep replaying
this game. seriously, purchase this game, 10/10

im not gonna give away any spoilers, just go enjoy the game yourself

PS.. no im not the developer saying this to promote this game.. Kind of cool. Reminds me of the start of Spore. Where you start
as the amino acid or whatever bacteria, work your way up and gain DNA. This is pretty cool I like the layout, haven't fully
played it. Shows potential. Well worth the price on a sale.. Weird 2-cursor thing going on makes it difficult to select things or
give commands. Never really played a game like this before. Addictive and fun. It has style and a sense of humor, for the price,
it is more than worth it.. I was excited to try this sequel to the original 10 Second Ninja and for a while I thought the game was a
great addition to the series. However, the extra amount of levels/content don't help much when leaderboards cause the game to
bug way too often. I simply can't continue playing further because I get a bug splat after pressing enter to enter the top left TV's
level selection (leaderboards are one of the first things to load). The bug splat can't be "ignored" and has to be "aborted", which
closes the game. The same thing happens when looking at leaderboards for certain levels.

Many of the highscores are also cheated, which can be noticed when perfectly executing moves in maps with simple solutions.
Other than that, the game has too many maps with pixel perfect timing requirements which will be frustrating to master for X
rating marathon modes (your run needs to be in the top 5 legit runs).

https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=894597574

For now, I don't recommend the game.. Overall: THIS GAME IS A SCAM. They re-release the same game over and over every
time it gets too many negitive reviews.

My review:

I LOVE everything about the *idea* of this game... It is exactly the sort of game I could play for hours. The graphics are cute,
there are fun critters to play with, and you get a bit of a simulation game that can develop to be more customly complex as you
play more.

It however does not live up to that and it has a dark, greedy secret:

This is a remastered version of a game that is being given out to people for free who had the old version. You may wonder why
it is being given out for free instead of just updating the old one... this is so that they can HIDE the previous bad reviews talking
about how buggy the original was!

Those bugs have NOT gone away!

...it is incredibly laggy with other bugs such as not launching (see the forums,) with no replies from the maker at all.

IT GETS WORSE!

This is at minimum, their FOURTH time releasing this game with little to no improvements (definately 0 bug fixes) each and
every time!
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Previous re-releases went under the names:
Fayre Trade: Cookery and Caravans
- see the DLC for it, it's the exact same game
Moonstone Tavern
- Same game with some minor changes, still buggy
The original Fortune's Tavern

the "bug fixes" for the pervious releases of this game do not work... for the previous four releases, or this release.

I will check back on this game in a few months HOPING that this shady SCAM OF A GAME has been apologized for and that
the bugs are fixed... it would be so much fun to play if it worked and wasn't atrociously hiding bad reviews to make money off
of an already reported broken product.

In the meantime I have reported this scam to Steam so they can look into the shady actions of this developer. I have never done
that before, but this time it is the right thing to do :(. Not bad but the pathing issues get annoying.
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